, the number of exons in Fig. 1A of the above mentioned publication have been changed from 7 to 8. Furthermore, the text describing the construction of Car6 targeting vector should be corrected accordingly. The correct representation of Fig. 1 and the concerning paragraph are published on the following page and should be treated as definitive by the reader.
Within the section 'Construction of Car6 targeting vector' of the 'Materials and methods', the second sentence in the first paragraph should read:
''The vector (pPN2ThGHterm-Car6 targeting vector) was designed such that exons 3 and 4 of the mouse Car6 gene were replaced by the bacterial neomycin resistance gene (Neo).''
The first sentence in the second paragraph must read: ''To construct the pPN2ThGHterm-Car6 targeting vector, a short 5 0 -homologous arm (2,058 bp) containing exon 2 was amplified using the entire mouse Car6 gene clone (described above) as a template.'' The fourth sentence in the second paragraph should read: ''Subsequently, a long 3 0 -homologous arm (4,984 bp) containing exons 5 and 6 was amplified using the entire mouse Car6 gene clone as a template.'' The correct Fig. 1 and its caption are shown on the following page. 
